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Introduction
Ensuring that the peer-review process runs as smoothly as 
possible is critical to the overall workflow of a successful 
journal. Managing editors act as liaisons among editors, 
authors, and reviewers, so it is their responsibility to 
work efficiently with the peer reviewers. With a myriad of 
methods available for working with reviewers, however, 
identifying the most efficient practices becomes difficult. 
We reached out to members of the International Society of 
Managing and Technical Editors (ISMTE), who work on a 
varied selection of journals, through email and LinkedIn 
postings for information on how the journal offices they 
manage interact with reviewers.1 We received a surprisingly 
strong response via emails, phone conferences, and personal 
interviews. In organizing this feedback, we noticed three 
common problems journals seem to have with regard to 
working with peer reviewers: (1) the limited availability 
of reviewers; (2) the inconsistent quality of reviews; and 
(3) reviewer fatigue. Although most of the responses 
we received were from individuals involved in scientific 
publishing, these issues appear to be just as relevant in other 
scholarly and humanities peer-reviewed journals. While we 
did not have sufficient feedback to determine the prevalence 
of these problems among journals with open peer-review 
procedures, the responses we received do indicate that 
they are consistent among single-blind and double-blind 
peer-review systems. What was not the same across the 
board was how managing editors chose to approach these 
ever-present challenges. Some interesting and effective 
ideas emerged throughout the interview process, and it is 
our hope that others in the field can incorporate some of 
these ideas and solutions into their own systems and begin 
reaping the benefits.

Availability of reviewers
The availability of reviewers is an especially important 
topic for associate editors (and their office support staff) 
since the reviewer selection process generally falls under 
the responsibilities of each associate editor. (Only a handful 
of  journals reported having the editor-in-chief select 
reviewers for each manuscript.)

How do associate editors go about selecting reviewers? 
The most common method is for the associate editor to 
identify an expert suitable for the manuscript, and the 
second most common selection method is defaulting to (at 
least) one of the preferred reviewers listed by the authors. 
Editors may also notice one researcher’s name appearing 
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frequently in the cited references of a manuscript and decide 
to request a review from this individual. Other than these 
three methods, all other selection tools we encountered 
involve blind searches. Editors search a database for 
keywords of previous manuscripts and ask the authors 
of these papers to review. Some journals also require that 
reviewers list their areas of expertise, so that the associate 
editors may search to match keywords of the paper with 
reviewer expertise. This method requires ensuring that 
all reviewers keep their database profiles updated. As an 
example, Deana Rodriguez, owner at Effective Perspectives 
in Long Beach, California, USA sends all reviewers a holiday 
greeting email at the beginning of each year, encouraging 
them to update their accounts.2

In order for the searches involved in all of the above 
methods of selecting reviewers to work, there must be 
a functional database of reviewers. But how are these 
databases maintained? Technica Editorial Services of 
Carrboro, North Carolina, USA provides technical support 
for several American Chemical Society journals.3 One such 
service includes sending an updated list every 4 months of 
all currently active reviewers (reviewers who have returned 
a review in a timely manner over those 4  months) to 
interested editors. This ensures that associate editors only 
encounter active accounts when using search methods 
to select reviewers within the journal’s database. To help 
the database grow, it is important to add editor-approved 
researchers who request to serve as reviewers so that 
editors can find them at a later date. Likewise, all suggested 
alternatives by reviewers who decline can be added to the 
database, following editor approval.

It is common that once the appropriate reviewers have 
been selected and assigned, they find that they are unable 
to meet journal deadlines. It is important that managing 
editors have established ways of communicating with 
busy reviewers to ensure that authors receive a timely 
decision on their submissions. Most journals use online 
manuscript submission systems such as ScholarOne, 
Editorial Manager, or EJPress, and these systems take most 
of the burden of contacting reviewers off the editors. All 
of the representatives we spoke to rely on such a system 
to distribute reminders to overdue reviewers. If these 
automatic email reminders are ineffective, however, as they 
often prove to be, most managing editors will send more 
personalized emails encouraging referees to submit their 
review. Jason Roberts of Origin Editorial, LLC in Plymouth, 
Massachusetts, USA has found a new way to take advantage 
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of the system he uses and its automatic reminders.4 When 
the automatic emails are generated, Jason redirects them 
to his own email account. This alerts him that it is time 
to reach out to the reviewer. Because overdue reviews 
can often be the result of technical difficulties, Jason also 
includes a PDF copy of the manuscript in his reminders and 
offers to input their comments himself if they are willing 
to send them in an email. At Technica Editorial Services, 
the policy is to call reviewers who live within the country 
when their review approaches 15  days overdue. While 
personalized emails and phone calls require considerably 
more time than automatic messages, they are also harder to 
ignore. Taking the extra step to let the reviewers know how 
important their feedback is to the associate editor may just 
be the final impetus they need to submit their comments.

One of the main contributing factors to the 
unavailability of reviewers is travel. Often invitations are 
declined and reviews are delayed because the reviewer 
is on the road without easy access to his or her reviewer 
account. At present, this is an obstacle that managing 
editors simply have to work around, although there are 
potential solutions. One such solution, proposed by Jason 
Roberts, is the introduction of an application on mobile 
devices that would allow reviewers to view the manuscripts 
assigned to them and fill out the review form from their 
devices without necessarily being logged into the system. 
This would be especially useful during air travel and 
would leave the reviewers with only the task of uploading 
the completed review when they have landed. With the 
massive influence that technology has on all facets of life, 
including publishing, this type of development seems not 
only plausible, but perhaps necessary.

Review quality
The peer-review process can only function as intended if 
reviewers provide editors with feedback that is accurate, 
thorough, and judicious. Typically, because the ideal 
reviewer is considered a leading expert in their respective 
field, the most sought-after reviewers are likely to have 
numerous other obligations, making it difficult for them 
to dedicate an appropriate amount of time to craft a high-
quality review. Less experienced reviewers, in addition to 
being under time constraints, may not be entirely clear as 
to what the editor expects from them.

The absence of clear reviewer guidelines can adversely 
impact the quality of the submitted reviews. It can also 
cause frustration within the reviewer pool. Bart Wacek, 
Executive Publisher at Elsevier (Cambridge, Massachusetts, 
USA), had the following to say on this subject: ‘When we 
survey reviewers we find that the number one complaint is 
that they end up reviewing too many bad manuscripts; but 
the second most common complaint is that they are unsure 
what the editor is looking for.’5 Most journals offer at least 
basic guidelines for reviewers on their websites. The most 
frequently adopted strategy to combat the issue of confusion 
among reviewers, according to the editors we spoke to, is 
to make sure not only that guidelines are provided, but 
that they are readily available – for example, by attaching a 
PDF of reviewer guidelines to the instructional email sent 

when the reviewer accepts their invitation to review. A UK 
Parliament committee report also suggested distributing 
previously received high-quality reports from anonymous 
referees to less-experienced reviewers as a model on which 
to base their future assessments.6 Glenn Collins, president 
of ISMTE, also mentioned that journals of the American 
College of Cardiology (JACC) in San Diego, California 
have recently introduced how to review as a topic in the 
lecture series presented at journal meetings.7 The same 
topic is also covered in editorial pieces by the JACC Editor-
in-Chief, Anthony DeMaria.8

The strength of the review form referees are required 
to complete can play a major role in guiding them in their 
analysis and assessment of a manuscript. The majority 
of managing editors we consulted reported that their 
journals’ review forms were formatted to glean specific 
information from the reviewer. The review form of the 
European Molecular Biology Organization (EMBO) journal 
is in essence a blank text box, but they provide a suggested 
review outline within the space (that is, general summary, 
essential points that have to be addressed, minor comments, 
and optional further-reaching suggestions).9 Other journals 
provide even more structure: some by asking open-ended 
and yes/no questions; some by asking the reviewer to rate 
the manuscript based on certain criteria using various 
scales; and some by requesting a combination of the two. 
One managing editor we spoke to related an experience at a 
former employer: ‘[We] used a ... system whereby reviewers 
were only asked to give comments and suggested decisions 
rather than given specific questions to think about in the 
review. On the whole this led to much less in-depth reports 
being delivered.’ Focused questions on a review form alert 
the reviewer to the most vital aspects being appraised and 
could result in more consistent and detailed feedback.

Editors may be asked to evaluate the quality of the 
reviews they receive and to determine whether or not the 
peer-review process is as effective as it needs to be. Most 
journals have a system by which their editors can rate the 
reviews they receive, but not all require the editors do so 
– only between 50% and 60%, one editor estimated. The 
International Reading Association of Newark, Delaware, 
USA mandates that their editors rate reviews to make a 
recommendation on the manuscript in question, ensuring 
100% compliance and helping the associate editors 
determine who to contact for reviews in the future.10–12 

The knowledge that reviews are graded may help to hold 
reviewers accountable for the quality of their comments, 
but there is little to be gained if only a fraction of reviews 
are being rated, and then not consistently.

Improving the quality of reviews is a problem that 
also lends itself to more creative solutions. Publishing 
reviews alongside the papers that they critique is one such 
solution, as there is likely to be a correlation between the 
quality of the review received and its visibility. In addition 
to publishing reviews anonymously alongside the paper 
and to not allowing confidential referee comments, the 
EMBO journal employs a system by which reviewers 
are given the opportunity to read and respond to one 
another’s comments before the editorial decision is sent 

to the author. This mechanism serves to balance referee 
opinion and, therefore, makes for a more informed and 
fair decision. Another option journals have considered is 
to host collaborative discussions on sample papers, so that 
reviewers have the opportunity to learn new reviewing 
techniques from one another. The Journal of Veterinary 
Emergency and Critical Care encourages expert reviewers 
to serve as mentors by selecting assigned manuscripts that 
they feel would be valuable teaching tools and inviting 
co-reviewers to help them evaluate these manuscripts.13 

A recent study paired new reviewers with experienced 
mentors and required that they discuss their first 3 reviews 
via phone or email. The researchers then compared the 
quality of their reviews over a 4-year period with the 
quality of reviews submitted by individuals in the control 
group who only received written guidelines. There was 
no significant difference in the quality of the reviews 
submitted.14 

Whether your solutions are as inventive as those above, 
or as simple as making yourself available for reviewer 
questions, any measures taken to boost the quality of 
reviews should, in turn, have a similar impact on the quality 
of the manuscripts your journal publishes.

Reviewer fatigue
With an ever-increasing amount of academic manuscripts 
being submitted each year, it is inevitable that the reviewer 
community will grow weary. Reviewer fatigue must be 
addressed to ensure quality – overworked reviewers will 
produce underwhelming reports. From our informal 
survey, we gathered that journals rarely set clear limitations 
on the number of times any given reviewer is asked to 
participate per year. It seems this choice is generally at 
the discretion of each associate editor — and common 
sense. However, it does appear to be common practice 
to encourage more reviews per year from members of a 
journal’s editorial board. In fact, a few journals reported 
relying heavily on editorial board members to provide 
quick reviews for manuscripts that are otherwise struggling 
to garner sufficient feedback. With regard to reviewers not 
associated with the editorial board, the reviewing rate is 
significantly lower. The standard at Genetics in Medicine is 
to only solicit a review every 3 months from any reviewer.15 

These numbers, however, will depend on the traffic of 
each journal. Members of the editorial advisory board 
(EAB) for ACS Catalysis, for example, are encouraged to 
review, on average, every 45 days.16 Non-EAB members are 
encouraged to complete at least 5 reviews per year (around 
one every 70  days). Rubriq, an independent peer-review 
service that launched in early 2013 and is spearheaded by 
Keith Collier, hopes to, among other things, battle reviewer 
fatigue by providing journals with a set of standardized 
review scores to assist editors with initial decisions.17 As 
stated by Collier: ‘Our goal is to create one review that could 
be used multiple times.’ Editors who use these scores could, 
in theory, reduce the number of times their reviewers are 
approached throughout the year – especially with regard 
to reviewing the same manuscript for different journals 
(another frequent reviewer complaint). The NeuroScience 

Peer Review Consortium is also attempting to ease the load 
on reviewers by creating an alliance of journals that have 
agreed to accept manuscript reviews from other members 
of the Consortium. If authors resubmit their manuscripts 
to another Consortium journal, the original reviews are 
automatically forwarded to the new journal by the editorial 
offices, and editors are encouraged to make decisions based 
on this material rather than having the paper re-reviewed.18

To date, the most common remedy for battling reviewer 
fatigue is to offer reviewer incentives. It is standard 
practice, it seems, for reviewers to be acknowledged in 
some fashion. Many journals publish a list of all active 
reviewers either monthly or at the end of each year. 
In taking this acknowledgment one step further, the 
International Reading Association invites all reviewers to a 
publication reception at their annual conference; reviewers 
may attend the reception whether they are attending the 
conference or not. Beyond an acknowledgment, another 
common incentive reported for researchers in the medical 
community is to offer Continuing Medical Education 
(CME) credits, or some other continuing education credit, 
for completed reviews. Certain states in the USA require a 
minimum amount of CME credits to be obtained annually 
to maintain a medical licence. Therefore, since professionals 
in the academic field must obtain these credits, it a strong 
reason for them to actively participate in reviewing for 
journals in their field of study. Rubriq pays reviewers an 
honorarium funded by the authors. Offering monetary 
rewards to reviewers, vouchers to buy books from the 
publisher, and free subscriptions to the journal are also 
reported incentive options, although none of these appear 
to be common practice.

The simplest incentives may be those specifically related 
to the journal. Take, for example, a few of the incentives 
offered by Elsevier journals, as described by Bart Wacek: 
‘Some non-monetary things we do is to give good reviewers 
expedited reviews for their own papers and to offer them an 
upward path to the editorial board.’ According to Wacek, 
flagging the manuscripts of top reviewers and only sending 
their submissions to other trusted reviewers ensures this 
timely review process. Incentives such as these cost the 
journals nothing extra but could make a world of difference 
to reviewers. Because most reviewers will soon be (if they 
are not currently) authors attempting to publish in the 
journal, they can appreciate the gesture of a speedy review 
process. They, in turn, will provide better reviews to ensure 
a prompt response when they are in the author’s position.

Whether incentives are currently being offered or not, it 
is a seriously considered subject. However, one major hurdle 
to overcome is determining which reviewers deserve to be 
awarded incentives and which ones do not. This is where 
implementing a mandatory policy of associate editors 
rating reviews, as described earlier, could be beneficial. For 
example, the criteria for determining who receives CME 
credit at JACC journals is twofold: the review must be 
timely (returned within 14 days) and must receive a rating 
of A (fantastic) or B (good) from the associate editor.

If the obstacles of determining how to dole out rewards 
can be surpassed, providing both traditional and non-
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traditional incentives for reviewers, along with trying 
to keep them generally happy, could be a major draw to 
keep reviewers active for your journal. According to 
Deana Rodriguez, ‘A quick and personal response from the 
[managing editor] to reviewer requests is imperative ... and 
always ending a message with, “Please let me know if you 
have any other questions or requests” are all very important 
ways to make sure reviewers don’t feel like a random 
statistic.’ The more helpful you are to reviewers, the more 
willing they will be to participate.

Conclusions
Although the successful management of a journal’s peer-
review process can only be judged on a case-by-case 
basis, hopefully this chapter will provide some insight on 
improving your own process. Since reviewer availability 
promises to remain an obstacle, be sure to keep updating 
and expanding your reviewer database. In order to garner 
higher-quality reviews, make sure that reviewers have a 
clear understanding of what you need and expect from 
them, and follow up to make sure that they understand 
and are complying with your reviewer guidelines. Finally, 
get creative with incentives for your reviewers to prevent 
reviewer fatigue. Sharing ideas on how to work with 
reviewers is a pivotal part of guaranteeing the continued 
success and evolution of the peer-review process.
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